There is nothing to worry about, I have everything under control.
I am not in any danger, I am safe, I am secure.
What I am feeling is only temporary anxiety, I will get past this feeling.
I am not going to think negative thoughts, only positive thoughts.
The world is a peaceful place, and I am a peaceful being.
I control my emotions; I can let go of emotions that are causing me stress.
I am a survivor, no matter what I have to face, I will survive.
I am choosing a calm and peaceful life; I will let go of any anxiety I feel.
I will prioritize my mental health as this will help alleviate my anxiety.
Even if I am busy, there is always time for me to
take a deep breath to help me relax.
I am meant to feel good in my own body and
no one can take this feeling away from me.
My anxiety does not control me, if I say it needs to go away, it will.
I can do whatever I want to change my life, even if it may be difficult at first.
I live in the now, I do not need to worry about the past or the future.
Calmness is a choice, if I choose to feel calm, I will be.
I am my best friend; I will treat my body and mind with kindness and care.
I am strong and I can conquer any difficulties that may come my way.
Life isn’t perfect and I don’t need to be either.

I can take a deep breath and it will allow calmness to flow through my body.
Discomfort is part of life, but it is temporary and it will fade.
Healing is not instant; I am allowed time to heal from events that have hurt me.
Tension only stays in my body when I allow it to, if I breathe deeply, it will leave.
I can conquer my fears no matter how scary they may seem.
I have a support system that loves me, I am not alone.
I have handled difficult times before; I will survive the difficult times now.
I do not need to panic; I can take a deep breath and
continue to function even when I am anxious.
If my body says I need rest, then I will take it.
I am no use to myself if I am exhausted.
I have accomplished many things in life, I am proud of how far I have come.
I have everything that I need, there is no need to feel panic or anxiety.
I deserve friends, I will not let my anxiety deter me from making new connections.
Thanks for reading.
May you be healthy and happy.
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